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"As chip size and complexity continue to grow exponentially, the challenges of functional verification are becoming a critical issue in the electronics industry. It is now commonly heard that logical errors missed during functional verification are the most common cause of chip re-spins, and that the costs associated with functional verification are now outweighing the costs of chip design. To cope with these challenges engineers are increasingly relying on new design and verification methodologies and languages. Transaction-based design and verification, constrained random stimulus generation, functional coverage analysis, and assertion-based verification are all techniques that advanced design and verification teams routinely use today. Engineers are also increasingly turning to design and verification models based on C/C++ and SystemC in order to build more abstract, higher performance hardware and software models and to escape the limitations of RTL HDLs. This new book, Advanced Verification Techniques, provides specific guidance for these advanced verification techniques. The book includes realistic examples and shows how SystemC and SCV can be applied to a variety of advanced design and verification tasks." 

(Stuart Swan) 

The last few years in the electronics industry have seen three areas of explosive growth in design verification. The first ‘explosion’ has been the tremendous increase in verification requirements for IC’s‚ ASICs‚ ASSPs‚ System-on-Chip (SoCs) and larger systems. This has been compounded by the rapid increase in use of embedded processors in these systems from the largest network infrastructure boxes all the way down to consumer appliances such as digital cameras and wireless handsets. With processors deeply embedded in systems‚ verification can no longer remain solely focused on hardware‚ but must broaden its scope to include hardware-dependent software co-verification‚ and large components of middleware and applications software verification in the overall system context.
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Practical Packet Analysis: Using Wireshark to Solve Real-World Network ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		It's easy to capture packets with Wireshark, the world's most popular network sniffer, whether off the wire or from the air. But how do you use those packets to understand what's happening on your network?

	
		With an expanded discussion of network protocols and 45 completely new scenarios, this extensively...
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OS X Exploits and DefenseSyngress Publishing, 2008
Long believed to be a sanctuary of computer security, the Macintosh OS X operating system is increasingly under fire, making it as vulnerable to attack as Windows or Linux operating systems.     

       Threats to Macintosh's OS X operating system are increasing in sophistication and number. Whether it is the exploitation of an...
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LightWave v9 Lighting (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2007
LightWave v9 Lighting is the only book on the market from a professional artist explaining the theory and application of lighting with LightWave 3D. The book has the following key features:  Describes step-by-step everything you need to know about the qualities of light; Clearly explains modern lighting concepts; Steps through LightWave's...
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Sexual Murder: Catathymic and Compulsive HomicideCRC Press, 2003
During graduate school, I had planned on a career in professional psychology with an emphasis on evaluating and treating children and adolescents. After a 2-year traineeship at a state hospital, I was ready to begin my clinical internship at the New Jersey Neuropsychiatric Institute in Princeton. Due to an administrative snafu, however, I was...
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Introducing Microsoft .NET, Third EditionMicrosoft Press, 2003
What problems can Microsoft .NET solve? What architectural approaches does it  take to solve them? How do you start using .NET ,and how do you profit from it?  Get the answers to these questions and more in the third edition of this  popular, high-level .NET review—now updated for Microsoft Visual Studio .NET  2003 and .NET Framework...
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Penetration Testing: Procedures & MethodologiesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...
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